Abstract. We present a key example from sequential analysis, which illustrates that conditional bias reduction can cause infinite mean absolute error.
Introduction
The following group sequential paradigm has been studied extensively in the literature, see e.g. [BIM18, C89, EF90, FDL00, HP88, LH99, MKA14, W92].
Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . be independent and identically distributed observations with normal law N (µ, σ 2 ), and, for each n ∈ N 0 , N n an {n, 2n}-valued random sample size that solely depends on X 1 , . . . , X n through the stopping rule
where ψ is a Borel measurable map of R into [0, 1], γ ∈ R The above setting models the idea that, after having collected the data X 1 , . . . , X n , it is decided, based on the stopping rule (1), if the trial is stopped (that is, the final sample size is N n = n), or continued (that is, the additional data X n+1 , . . . , X 2n are collected and the final sample size is N n = 2n).
Assuming σ known, the following estimators for the location parameter µ are often discussed in the literature ([FDL00], [MKA14] ):
(a) the marginal MLE, defined by the parameter value that maximizes the marginal likelihood
where φ is the standard normal density. Of course, the marginal MLE is the ordinary sample mean
This approach is simple, because it is based on the likelihood of the collected data only, without taking the stopping mechanism into account. The marginal MLE has been 
This approach is complex, because contrary to the marginal MLE, it also models the stopping mechanism. An explicit value for the conditional MLE cannot be obtained, and one has to rely on numerical methods to calculate it. However, the conditional MLE, also known as the conditional bias reduction estimate ([FDL00]), is favored by the literature because it is claimed to reduce bias by taking all information into account.
In this paper, we will show that if we take µ = 0, σ = 1, ψ = 1 [0,∞[ , and γ arbitrary, then
That is, conditional bias reduction can cause infinite mean absolute error.
Mean absolute error
We keep the setting of the previous section, and we take µ = 0, σ = 1, ψ = 1 [0,∞[ , and γ arbitrary. So the stopping rule (1) is now turned into
That is, after having collected the N (0, 1)-data X 1 , . . . , X n , the trial is stopped if K n ≥ 0 and continued otherwise. We first focus on the marginal MLE µ Nn = K Nn /N n . Let φ be the standard normal density and Φ the standard normal cumulative distribution function. Following [BIM18] , we see that the joint density of N n and K Nn is given by
and
We learn from (5) and (6) that
with ξ a standard normally distributed random variable. It clearly follows from (7) that
That is, the mean absolute error of µ Nn with respect to the true parameter 0 vanishes if n → ∞. We now turn to the conditional MLE µ c,Nn , which maximizes the conditional likelihood (4). It is easily seen that this estimator is obtained by solving the equation
Φ(x) , in the case N n = n, and the equation
1−Φ(x) , in the case N n = 2n. One checks numerically that the map ψ 1 strictly increases on R from 0 to ∞ and that the map ψ 2 strictly increases on R from −∞ to ∞. In particular, ψ 1 and ψ 2 are bijective, from which it follows that µ c,Nn is uniquely defined by
if N n = n, and
if N n = 2n. Applying the Transformation Theorem, and using (5) and (9), we get, for each n ∈ N 0 and each N ∈ N 0 , 
It can be checked numerically that, for fixed n, expression (11) tends to ∞ if N → ∞. We conclude that ∀n : E[| µ c,Nn |] = ∞.
(12) We infer from (8) and (12) that conditional bias reduction can cause infinite mean absolute error.
